
 

 Fifth Grade Plans for March 20-April 3, 2020    

 
Reading and Math 
Classrooms/Plans Science Classrooms/Plans    
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Pritchar
d 

 

Science Assignments Pritchard 
1. Read pages 334-335 in science textbook to finish unit. Then 
follow-up by completing the vocabulary and comprehension WS 
entitled “Light” p 121/122 
 
2. Read the story called “Breaking the Barrier” about the speed of 
sound. Predict the ending of this true story on notebook paper- in 
paragraph form. (If you want to find out the ending- you may inquire 
online, but we will discuss later in class as well. 
 
3. Do the “Colorful Words” WS- enrichment activity about light 
(colors.) You may use online help or question others to find the 
answers. 
 
4. Online assignments: Log in to Kids A-Z site. (Password reminders 
are inside your folder.) Do all of the assigned books, quizzes and 
videos on LIGHT ENERGY or related topics I assign. Please keep 
checking for new updates. 
 
5. Log in to: Gizmos site. Do all simulations assigned at least once. 
Feel free to explore others. 
6. Science Review Packet- this is normally our “morning work” each 
day. Do entire packet. 
7. Read the article “The Light That Heats.” Do the worksheet with 
follow-up questions after reading. 
 
*I will send e-mails with further assignments if needed. 
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